The online experience and the faculty created an environment of meaningful work and goals. Shouldn’t that be the way learning always is?

Mike Johnston, middle school principal, United World Colleges

"The world into action." Put your vision for a just, humane, and sustainable world into action.

From graduate degrees to online resources, IHE programs and courses help you put your personal vision into action, for yourself and sustainable world into action.

- online certificate programs and degrees -- the only global graduate program in humane education, allowing you to learn through an affiliation with Valparaiso University.
- online professional development courses for educators, education administrators (CEUs offered)
- Workshops, seminars, film festivals, and a comprehensive online resource center (including book list, director's guide, online articles, and algorithms for all ages)
- Solutionary Congress program for schools and youth groups
- IHE staff, diverse students, and alumni mentors and experts who share their ideas and experience through a diverse range of programs and tools help you put your personal vision into action.
- “IHE students, course participants, and alumni mentors and experts who share their ideas and experience through a diverse range of programs and tools help you put your personal vision into action.”

There is nothing more important than teaching kids to be kind, compassionate, and empathetic--qualities that define solutionaries who realize their role in creating change.

Feife Clyne-Davis, 5th grade teacher, NYC

Shruti Kanna, "Imagine a vastly more humane and compassionate world. As citizens, we are responsible for creating that democracy. To live well with each other, we need to understand the complex issues that affect people, animals, and the earth. Through the arts, we can help support that understanding and the need to take action."

Felice Clyne-Davis, 5th grade teacher, NYC
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Alice Dunn, Polar Bear, Heat Set Oils
Heather Aiken, Time for Change, Paper
Eva Rose Goetz, Between Shadow & Soul, Painting
Sarah Speare, Snowface, Photography
Olga Pitzner, Beloved Teva's, Acrylic
Rob Shetterly, Americans Who Tell The Truth: Zoe Weil, Acrylic on Panel
Karen Snook, Nose Lick, Photography
Kit Jagoda, Sanctuary Life, Oil on Panel